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� Portfolio Performance: An overview of the model portfolio performance over the previous quarter.

� Portfolio Characteristics: Covering the model portfolio objective, suitability & key information.

� Portfolio Returns: Graphical demonstration of the model portfolio cumulative returns, excess returns relative 
to the model benchmark and drawdown oversight.

� Asset Allocation & Fund Selection: Covering asset allocation, sub asset allocation, a summary of the asset 
allocation changes over the quarter and the fund changes.

� Global Market Review: A quarterly summary written by our investment team covering global markets
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Calculation Benchmark: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

YTD 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015

Tatton Ethical Active

+/- Benchmark

0.8 19.3 — — — —

4.94 3.34 — — — —

Returns (%)

Calculation Benchmark: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

1 Month 3 Months YTD 3 Years 5 Years Since
Inception

Tatton Ethical Active

+/- Benchmark

2.6 14.8 0.8 — — 12.6

0.93 1.72 4.94 — — 8.66

Since Inception Annualised Return 5.01

12 Mo Yield

Std Dev 3 Yr (Qtr-End)

1.04

—

Risk Profile: Active

Portfolio Objective - Active

The leading objective of this portfolio is to maximise potential total return for a given level of risk.

The primary determinant of risk is the proportion invested in the riskiest assets, such as equities.

For this portfolio, over the long-term, we would expect the proportion invested in equities to be approximately 75%. This strategic 
exposure may be adjusted over the longer term to maintain adherence to the risk limits.

In the shorter term, we may also adjust this weight tactically as economic and market conditions dictate while not deviating by more than 
±12.5%.

Who is the portfolio for?

This portfolio is likely to be suitable for: An investor who is comfortable with holding a significant proportion of their portfolio in higher risk 
investments in order to have the opportunity for a greater investment return. An investor who is prepared to accept investment losses in 
the short-term in order to achieve potentially greater investment returns over the longer-term. The portfolio will be subject to fluctuations 
in value.
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Source Data: Total Return     Calculation Benchmark: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares
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Performance

The above tables show comparative performance against a relevant Investment Association (IA) sector benchmark so that you can 
compare performance to our competitors using relatively similar asset allocations. The benchmark is an indicator of similar investments 
performance relative to each other and is not intended to provide an indication of future returns or investor expectations.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance.

Portfolio Characteristics

Model Portfolio Performance



Model Portfolio Analysis
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Tatton Ethical Active - Monthly Excess Returns

Calculation Benchmark: IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

1.11 -0.17 2.33 0.71 -0.06 0.93 —

0.50 0.38 0.51 0.68 0.07 0.68 0.94 -0.25 -0.53 -0.09 0.66 -0.59 3.34

— 0.19 0.33 -0.48 0.59 -0.24 -0.25 1.61 -0.16 -0.64 0.48 -0.90 —

— — — — — — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — —

— — — — — — — — — — — — —
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Drawdown

Time Period: Since Common Inception (27/01/2018) to 30/06/2020
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Tatton Ethical Active IA Mixed Investment 40-85% Shares

Drawdown - Defined

The peak to trough decline during a specific period. On the drawdown chart a new high is represented at any period where the chart shows 0. The 
period between the low and 0 is recovery to the new peak. With the 0 to low the drawdown from peak to trough in percentage terms



Asset Allocation

%

Equity 79.0

Bond 17.0

Cash 4.0

Total 100.0

Sub Asset Allocation

%

Global Equity 65.0

Inv. Grade Bond 17.0

UK Equity 7.0

Emerging Market Equity 7.0

Cash 4.0

Total 100.0

Portfolio Activity: Asset Allocation & Fund Selection

Asset Allocation - Ethical

The portfolio was rebalanced in April 2020 as market conditions stabilised. The view behind this change was that the policy responses of 
governments and central banks, through welfare packages and lower interest rates would support the global economy leading to equity 
market rallies. The actions of central banks also stabilised credit markets. Many, including the US Federal Reserve have moved to buy 
bonds in the open market and supply operational liquidity directly to those companies under stress. We expected liquidity stimulation by 
central banks to increase as necessary.

We therefore decided to take a cautious, but not overtly risk-averse approach. Our view was that if the bullish scenario for the global 
economy played out, emerging markets, with the greatest exposure to China would benefit. A growing global economy could cause an 
increase in inflation, which, with benign central bank interest rates, we expected to impact longer term bonds.

Given the above, the portfolio was rebalanced to the previous 3% overweight in equities, with the overweight allocated to Emerging 
Markets, which are themselves dominated by the Chinese stock market. This was funded by reducing our bond exposure. Within our 
equity allocation, Emerging Market equities were increased at the expense of UK equities with our other equity exposures remaining 
relatively neutral. The rebalance and asset allocation changes were beneficial to the portfolios as equity markets rallied throughout the 
quarter, close to levels seen before the market falls in February.

Fund Selection - Ethical

Following the departure of the portfolio management team of the Kames Global Sustainable Equity Fund, as well as a member of their 
ESG analysis team, we decided to redeem the holding for clients. The lack of continuity within the team running the fund has led us to 
consider that track record less relevant for the fund in the future. This position was replaced by the Vanguard ESG Developed World All 
Cap Equity Index Fund, which is the new name for the Vanguard SRI Global Stock Fund.

Summary of changes:

�
�

Increase Emerging Market equities at the expense of bond funds and UK equities.
Manager changes within equity; Removed Kames Global Sustainable Equity and added Vanguard ESG Developed World All Cap 
Equity Index Fund.

Model Portfolio: Asset Allocation
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Global Market Review
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Important Information

The information in this document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation and investment decisions should 
not be made on the basis of it. 

The portfolio returns presented in this document are for information purposes only and should be regarded as indicative of the 
returns individual clients will have achieved with their actual investment portfolios, which are managed in the same respective 
investment style and risk profile. While client portfolio returns are expected to be very similar to the returns shown here, they 
may differ as a result of new monies having been introduced by the client, or withdrawn from the portfolio and/or the specific 
fee charging arrangements agreed between the client and the adviser.

Please be aware that adjustments to previously reported data can occur. The value of your investments and the income from 
them can fluctuate and it is possible that investors may not get back the amount they invested. All returns are calculated in £-
Sterling and are shown after fund charges, but before all other fees, like platform and adviser charges. The charts, data and
related performance calculations shown within this report is sourced from Morningstar and is valid as at the date of publication. 
Asset Allocation: Operational cash of 2% is to cover costs and charges; any additional amount is for strategic purposes. 
Portfolio yield is calculated as the rolling 12-month yield.

In Q2, global stock markets rebounded significantly compared to the first quarter of 2020 as and central banks offered large amounts of 
emergency liquidity to capital markets and governments expanded their fiscal programs. In the US, the technology-heavy NASDAQ saw 
its best quarterly percentage return since 2001, the S&P 500 its best since 1998 and the Dow Jones Industrials index its best since 1987. 
Oil prices, which sunk to historic lows, after a production war between suppliers just as demand was vanishing, climbed by +57.2%. This 
is despite the US oil futures market registering one of the most extraordinary market events of many years. Prices briefly turned negative, 
as maxed-out storage facilities forced contract holders to pay others to take oil off their hands.

On a regional level, our view for Q2 was that emerging markets (EM) would fare better than developed markets. This was mainly based 
on the positive outlook for China, whose assets account for around a third of the MSCI Emerging Markets index (and much more in many 
actively managed EM funds),  which came out of lockdown while the rest of the world entered it. Domestic fiscal and monetary support 
meant it could provide demand for exports from the surrounding Asian economies, despite a drop-off in global demand. Sure enough, the 
MSCI EM index returned +18.5% over the last three months, with a +7.4% jump in June alone.

However, that early advantage has mostly dissipated as other major regions – particularly the European Union (EU) – have also resumed 
activities. China’s reluctance to offer further liquidity has led to less supportive financial conditions. Meanwhile, Chinese geo-political risks 
have increased dramatically. Human rights crackdowns in Xinjiang, and the recent effective end to Hong Kong’s autonomy, have 
increased tensions with China’s largest trading partners. US legislators have already passed multiple anti-China bills with more on the 
way, and other nations look set to follow suit.
From an investment perspective, there is an evident difference between China and Europe, where economic policies have been 
surprisingly strong and supportive, and political risks have subsided. Not only has the European Central Bank made monetary policy as 
supportive as possible, but there has been genuine progress towards a coordinated fiscal response. Europe is also similarly export-
heavy, and so should be in a prime position to take advantage of any rebound in global activity. As such, the positive sentiment now 
seems to be shifting from China and wider emerging markets to Europe.

In the US, the Federal Reserve has continued to boost liquidity at a slower pace, achieving a turn in investor sentiment. However, those 
states that had relatively few coronavirus cases earlier in the year are now experiencing worrisome increases, a consequence of easing 
lockdowns before the first wave of infections had swept across them. Interestingly, expectations for the upcoming presidential election 
has had little or no impact on capital markets – with investors seemingly indifferent between the two candidates.


